Legal Issues about Online Sales of Agricultural Products in the Development of Rural E-commerce in China
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Abstract: The agricultural products such as sweet corn are one of the important exchange contents in rural E-commerce, and it is also an important way to increase farmers’ income and revitalize rural areas in China. However, there are many legal issues in the current E-commerce of online sales of agricultural products. These problems make it impossible to guarantee the various links in agricultural products. This article discusses relevant legal issues encountered in the process of online sales of agricultural products and on this basis, there are many suggestions for farmers to trade agricultural products on some trading platforms with effective laws and regulations. The purpose is to provide a certain reference for the smooth development of agricultural products in rural E-commerce.
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E-commerce has development rapidly like mushrooms especially rural E-commerce. There are two main forms of rural E-commerce emerging in China rural areas: one is entry of industrial products that provide more convenience in rural areas, and the other one is the online sales of agricultural products that provide farmers with more opportunities to increase income. In the process of online sales of agricultural products relying on E-commerce, E-commerce companies with farmers as the main E-commerce operators encountered many legal problems. Therefore, it is meaningful to analyze the legal problems encountered in the process of online sales of agricultural products, such can promote the development of rural E-commerce.

1. Legal Issues Existing in the Online Sales of Agricultural Products

1.1 Weak Legal Awareness of Rural E-commerce Operators

The main business entities of rural E-commerce are family-based farmers, rural cooperatives composed of farmers and rural enterprises [1]. Among them, farmers and rural cooperatives are different from rural enterprises in the operation of rural E-commerce. Because the farmers and rural cooperatives are not registered in the industrial and commercial department, and they lack legal awareness in the operation process, so they cannot use effective legal tools to maintain their own legitimate rights and interests. When legal disputes occur during the transactions, they cannot be reasonably resolved through legal methods. At the same time, since farmers and rural cooperatives do not have legal personality, it is also difficult for the industrial and commercial departments to effectively supervise them to ensure orderly operation of rural E-commerce [2].

1.2 Lack Guard for Agricultural Products

In rural E-commerce, some agricultural products traded are fresh, fruits and vegetables. These products are based on their small garden and cannot be effectively certified for quality. At the same time, due to the weak legal consciousness of some farmers, the phenomenon of "shitty good" and no trace-ability will appear in the process of agricultural products trading [3]. In addition, transaction products by E-commerce are surplus products from farmers’. These products do not have a unified price and a unified brand and so on. As a result, some farmers do not follow the market rules and it is easy to lead to chaos in agricultural product E-commerce platform transactions. Moreover, the relevant
departments cannot effectively protect it.

1.3 Morel Risks in the Agricultural Product Trading Platforms

Compared with traditional agricultural products transactions, the use of E-commerce for transactions breaks the time and space restrictions between agricultural product sellers and consumers [4]. Therefore, in the process of rural E-commerce transaction process, in addition to the traditional thirty-party trading platforms such as Taobao, Pinduoduo, many proprietary trading platforms have begun to emerge. Meanwhile some other software applications also carry out online trading functions. However, the uneven quality of these trading platforms has caused some legal problems in the agricultural product E-commerce trading platform during the transaction. For example, If the platform is not compliant, it will not be able to effectively protect the rights and interests of both consumers and farmers[5]; there are too many malicious competitions among trading platforms; the payment methods used by various trading platforms are different, making the interests of some merchants unable to be protected; regarding the after-sales service after the transaction is completed, some platforms cannot provide effective services, such as delayed delivery, which has caused some legal disputes.

1.4 Few Laws Related to Rural E-commerce

The online sales of agricultural products in rural E-commerce is different from traditional E-commerce [6]. Because agricultural products have obvious characteristics, they are not included in the specific regulations in the “E-Commerce Law”. For example: how to deal with the deterioration of agricultural products during transportation, how to conduct quarantine and inspection for agricultural and sideline products of poultry, and how to conduct quality control for the initial processing of some agricultural products [7]. However, some farmers and rural cooperatives mainly carry out quality control through non-standard forms such as word of mouth and trace-ability. In fact, the form cannot be unified. At the same time, there are a wide variety of agricultural products and the quality of agricultural products will be affected by many factors such as climate, soil, and water quality. This makes it more difficult to implement uniform laws and regulations for unified supervision.

2. Suggestions on Improving the Legal Protection of Agricultural Products

2.1 Improving the Legal Literacy of Rural E-commerce Employees

At this stage, most of the trading models adopted of the online sales of agricultural products in rural E-commerce are mainly sales farmer-based sales entities, enterprise-based trading platforms, and consumers urban residents-based consumers, that is, a C2C-based model. In this model, in addition to standardized E-commerce companies, neither farmers nor urban residents have the interpretation and understanding of the laws related to E-commerce in the process of E-commerce transactions. Coupled with the special nature of agricultural products, this kind of C2C model will encounter more legal disputes in actual operation. Therefore, it is imperative to improve the legal literacy of rural E-commerce personnel. In other words, farmers continue to increase their legal knowledge in the process of engaging in E-commerce [8], so as to effectively regulate their behaviors, standards, and procedures for engaging in rural E-commerce products. Continuously improve the legal awareness of urban resident when they purchase products through E-commerce to effectively protect their legal rights. And continuously enhance the standardization of the trading platforms through legal means to maintain the order of rural E-commerce [9].

2.2 Increasing the Legal Certification Method of Agricultural Products

For agricultural product quality certification methods, the traditional word-of-mouth certification should be discarded. Especially there is fierce competition brought by a large number of the current E-commerce platforms. In addition, due to the differences in agricultural products caused by the regions, climates and varieties, it is more necessary to standardize the certification methods of agricultural products [10]. Although there are certain difficulties, the certification of agricultural products can be completed through many methods such as the certification of farmer qualification, the certification of soil quality, and the trace-ability of the entire planting of agricultural products; the certification methods for the same types of agricultural products should be unified. Make the certification content and process transparent by formulating relevant regulations and rules.
way, we can make the similar agricultural products comparable. Therefore, increasing the legal certification method for agricultural products is a key move to improve the online sales of agricultural products in rural E-commerce.

2.3 Regulating the Trading Platform through Laws

Although different types of trading platforms have their own trading orders and rules, it is still necessary to regulate the qualifications of E-commerce farmers on each platform by laws. This can prevent shoddy farmers from entering the platform. In order to avoid malicious competition on the same platform, standardized regulations can be used to regulate the marketing model of merchants. Regulate the dispute settlement of merchants and consumers through relevant standards to improve consumer confidence. At the same time, self-operated E-commerce platforms and social media-based sales models should also strengthen legal regulations, so that the rights and interests of both farmers and consumers are protected.

2.4 Promulgating Relevant Laws and Regulations on Rural E-commerce

Different regions and departments should formulate laws or regulations related to rural E-commerce according to the characteristics of agricultural products in each region, and even refine them to different types of products. This standardized management can ensure product quality, expand sales, and reduce disputes. At the same time, relevant departments should also issue relevant laws and regulations on the online sales of agricultural products based on the type of platform. The ultimate goal is to protect the interests of farmers, increase their confidence in rural E-commerce, and truly achieve the purpose of increasing income through E-commerce.

3. Conclusions

In order to ensure that the online sales of agricultural products become an important magic way for farmers’ income increase and rural revitalization, it is necessary to recognize the legal issues in the operation of rural E-commerce. Only the contents of farmers, trading platforms and agricultural products are regulated through legal methods, we can truly achieve the vigorous development of agricultural products upward model in rural E-commerce. Therefore, the current important measures to ensure the smooth development of the online sales of agricultural products are the introduction of relevant laws and regulations on rural E-commerce, improving the legal literacy of rural E-commerce employees, increasing legal certification methods for agricultural products, and standardizing trading platforms.
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